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Meeting Date:   December 2, 2016 

Meeting Location: USGS Conte Lab, Migratory Way, Turners Falls, MA 

Meeting Purpose: Discuss Instream Flow Study (FirstLight Study No 3.3.1) 

Attendees: 

Jim Donohue, FirstLight 
Bob Stira, FirstLight 
John Hart, GSE 
Gary Lemay, GSE 
Mark Wamser, GSE 
Tom Sullivan, GSE 
John Warner, USFWS 
Melissa Grader, USFWS 
Julianne Rosette, USFWS 
Bill McDavitt, NMFS 
Jeff Murphy, NMFS (via phone) 

Peter Hazelton, NHESP 
Jessie Leddick, NHESP (via phone, mussels only) 
Don Pugh 
Andrea Donlon, CRWC 
Katie Kennedy, TNC 
Karl Meyer 
Steve Kartalia, FERC (via phone) 
Bill Connelly, FERC (via phone) 
Norm Sims (AMC) 
Tom Christopher (NEFlow) 
Jen Griffin, TransCanada (via phone)

 

 
Errata Notice  
 
After introductions, Mark reviewed the errata notice that was filed with FERC on December 1, 2016 and 
was forwarded to the above participants prior to the meeting.  The errata notice corrected some minor 
number errors on Table 7.1.1.1-1 of the IFIM Study Report.  In addition, Appendix G of the IFIM report, 
which consisted of persistent habitat maps had to be revised because the legend key was incorrect.  
 
Steady State and Persis tent Habita t Maps  
 
The discussion then turned to the composite steady state habitat plots that were included in the IFIM 
report as Appendix E.  Many stakeholders indicated that they had not seen these plots in the main report.  
It was noted that Appendix E was filed separately due to file size.  Stakeholders requested that Appendix 
E be posted to the northfieldrelicensing.com website, which it has been.  [Note: On December 6, 2016, 
Mark Wamser emailed the above parties notifying where Appendix E could be found on the 
northfieldrelicensing.com website].   
 
Tom Sullivan provided further context on why we are seeking feedback from stakeholders.  Currently, FL 
has simulated various combinations of bypass flows and Cabot flows for various species and life stages of 
fish in Reach 3.  Simulating numerous bypass and Cabot flows for all species will result in an unmanageable 
number of plots and FL would like to be as efficient/productive in providing the needed plots.   
 
Karl Meyer asked that when Cabot is operating at its maximum hydraulic capacity does the water level 
from downstream overtop Rock Dam.  John Hart indicated water level loggers were placed upstream and 
downstream of Rock Dam and FL did not see where the water levels above Rock Dam were ever influenced 
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when Cabot was discharging at its maximum capacity except for an exceptionally high bypass flows (about 
30,000 cfs and higher).   
 
Using the overhead projector, John Hart posted various combinations of the steady state maps and toggle 
through the maps so that difference in habitat could be seen on the plots.  For example, the Cabot 
discharge was held the same, while John toggled through various bypass flow releases to observe how 
the habitat in Reach 3 for American shad spawning varied.  This same process was conducted for a variety 
of bypass and Cabot flow combinations and for different species and life stages of fish.   
 
John Warner noted that relative to American shad spawning the lowest bypass flow USFWS wants to 
examine is 3,000 cfs.   
 
Don Pugh indicated that he would like to see steady state habitat maps of: 6,500 cfs in bypass and 2 Cabot 
Units (~4500 cfs) for the following species and life stages: spawning life stages of shortnose sturgeon 
(SNS), sea lamprey, American Shad, and yellow lampmussel.   Tom Sullivan noted that before we jump to 
another set of runs and/or maps, FL would like to understand why a bypass of 6,500 cfs is reasonable.  
Don noted that it is based on Chapter 3 of Boyd Kynard’s book for the three years’ sturgeon spawned.  
 
At this time in the meeting, Tom Sullivan recommended that FL and its consultants leave the room such 
that the stakeholder could further focus on what steady state and persistent habitat scenarios it would 
like to evaluate. 
 
After an approximate one-hour caucus, the group reconvened.   
 
John Warner laid out the following for the group: 
 
Steady State Habitat Sc en arios  for Reach 3 - Spawni ng  
 
Periodicity: 
Spawning: Spring (exact start and end dates were not provided at the meeting, but is not needed for the 
steady state analysis) 
 
Species:  
Spawning life stages of SNS, American shad, juvenile yellow lampmussel, adult yellow lampmussel and sea 
lamprey (total of 5 species) 
 
Scenarios: 

Scenario Bypass Flow Cabot Flow Deerfield Flow 

4 scenarios1  200 cfs 2,500 cfs 200 cfs 

4 scenarios  500 cfs 4,500 cfs  

4 scenarios  1,000 cfs 7,000 cfs  

4 scenarios  3,000 cfs 14,000 cfs  

4 scenarios  5,000 cfs   

4 scenarios  6,500 cfs   

6 bypass flows x 4 Cabot flows x 1 Deerfield flow = 24 scenarios 

                                                            
1 An example scenario is a 200 cfs bypass flow, 200 Deerfield flow, and Cabot flows of 2,500, 4,500, 7,000 and 
14,000 cfs, which equates to four scenarios.   
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24 scenarios x 5 species= 120 steady state maps 

Note the scenarios highlighted in yellow have already been run by FL.  The runs highlighted in green are 
the runs proposed by the stakeholders.   
 
Steady State Habitat Sc en arios for Reach 3 - Non -Spawn ing Resid ent  
 
Periodicity: 
Non-Spring period (exact start and end dates were not provided at the meeting, but is not needed for the 
steady state analysis) 
 
Species: 
Darters, juvenile dace, deep-fast guild, deep-slow guild, juvenile yellow lampmussel, adult yellow 
lampmussel (total of 6 species). 
 
Scenarios: 

Scenario Bypass Flow Cabot Flow Deerfield Flow 

4 scenarios 200 cfs 2,500 cfs 200 cfs 

4 scenarios 500 cfs 4,500 cfs  

4 scenarios 1,000 cfs 7,000 cfs  

4 scenarios 2,000 cfs 14,000 cfs  

Total of 20 scenarios x 6 species= 120 steady state maps 

Note the scenarios highlighted in yellow have already been run by FL.  The runs highlighted in green are 
the runs proposed by the stakeholders. 
 
Persis tent Habita t Scen ari os for Reach 3 - Spawning  
 
Periodicity: 
Spawning: Spring (exact start and end dates were not provided at the meeting, but is not needed for the 
steady state analysis) 
 
Species:  
Spawning life stages of SNS, American shad, juvenile yellow lampmussel, adult yellow lampmussel and sea 
lamprey (total of 5 species) 
 
Scenarios: 

Scenario Bypass Flow Cabot Flow 1 Cabot Flow 2 

5 scenarios 200 cfs 2,500 cfs 7,000 cfs 

5 scenarios 500 cfs 2,500 cfs 14,000 cfs 

5 scenarios 1,000 cfs 4,500 cfs 9,000 cfs 

5 scenarios 3,000 cfs 4,500 cfs 14,000 cfs 

5 scenarios 5,000 cfs 7,000 cfs 14,000 cfs 

5 scenarios 6,500 cfs   

Total of 30 scenarios x 5 species= 150 persistent habitat maps 

Note the scenarios highlighted in yellow have already been run by FL.  The runs highlighted in green are 
the runs proposed by the stakeholders. 
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Persis tent Habita t Scen ari os for Reach 3 - Non -Spawning  Reside n t  
 
Periodicity: 
Non-Spring period (exact start and end dates were not provided at the meeting, but is not needed for the 
steady state analysis) 
 
Species: 
Darters, juvenile dace, deep-fast guild, deep-slow guild, juvenile yellow lampmussel, adult yellow 
lampmussel (total of 6 species) 
 
Scenarios: 

Scenario Bypass Flow Cabot Flow 1 Cabot Flow 2 

4 scenarios 200 cfs 2,500 cfs 7,000 cfs 

4 scenarios 500 cfs 2,500 cfs 14,000 cfs 

4 scenarios 1,000 cfs 4,500 cfs 9,000 cfs 

4 scenarios 2,000 cfs 4,500 cfs 14,000 cfs 

Total of 24 scenarios x 6 species= 144 persistent habitat maps 

Note the scenarios highlighted in yellow have already been run by FL.  The runs highlighted in green are 
the runs proposed by the stakeholders. 
 
Habitat Time Series  in Rea ch 3  
 
The group then discuss the form and format of habitat time series.  Melissa Grader noted that she would 
like to see habitat versus time plots (not necessarily habitat duration curves).  She suggested looking at a 
week within each season to develop the habitat versus time plots.  Melissa also noted that she would like 
to see habitat versus time plots for immobile species to see how habitat changes temporally.   
 
FL agreed to develop habitat versus flow plots for existing (baseline conditions) by picking one week in 
calendar year 2002—this is the year for which the operations model has already been developed (note 
that the operations is on an hourly time step so the plots will show habitat changing every hour).  FL would 
compute the time varying habitat for the same group of species outlined above for the steady state 
analysis.  Tom Sullivan recommended we provide results (habitat vs time) to stakeholders for review and 
comment and recognized that other scenarios/species plots may be requested.  
 
Mussel Habit at in Reach 5  
 
Mark Wamser explained that at the October 31, 2016 meeting it was noted that the assessment of mussel 
habitat was based on assuming all of the substrate in Reach 5 was suitable for mussels (sand), which was 
questioned by some stakeholders.  Mark noted that FL did collect additional substrate and transect data 
(using the Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler of ADCP).  The ADCP was used in those areas where mussel 
beds were detected in the Hatfield Reach.  John Hart showed a map highlighting where additional 
transects and substrate data was collected.  John indicated that the transect data would be added to the 
hydraulic model.  Peter Hazelton recommended holding off on any model runs until FL receives NHESP’s 
comments on the mussel analysis.   


